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Historical Mystery
The 3rd Hanley & Rivka Mystery
As Chicago recovers from the Great Fire of 1871, the Civil War
continues to haunt its residents. What begins for Detective Frank
Hanley as the simple case of a missing railroad clerk quickly escalates
into something much more complex. Ezra Hayes, who has made a
daring escape from forced servitude on a Louisiana sugar plantation,
brings to Chicago proof of nefarious doings in the South. His
information implicates the missing clerk’s employer, a major shipper
of sugar. As Hanley struggles to untangle the web of circumstances
surrounding the railroad’s role in the clerk’s disappearance, Rivka
Kelmansky faces her own personal struggle. Her brother is pressuring
her to marry a young man from her tight-knit Jewish community, but
she still dreams of forging a new life with Hanley. When her mulatto
sister-in-law is wrongfully accused of murder, Rivka turns to Hanley
for help. Facing opposition on multiple fronts, they must race against
time to save Ada’s life and uncover the shocking truth.

D. M. Pirrone is the nom de plume of Diane Piron-Gelman. She lives near Chicago with her husband and sons.
Her debut novel, No Less in Blood, was published by Five Star in 2011. She is also the author of the Hanley & Rivka
Mysteries, Shall We Not Revenge (2014) and For You Were Strangers (2015).
Praise for the Hanley & Rivka Mysteries
“[Pirrone] has painted a complex and intriguing portrait of her native Chicago, with a mix of crime, religion, and
cultural division in a time of despair.” Publishers Weekly
“A simply riveting combination of historical novel and detective mystery. A deftly crafted mystery/suspense
thriller, For You Were Strangers clearly documents author D. M. Pirrone as a master of the genre.”
Midwest Book Review
“Readers who like deeply drawn characters combined with a whopping helping of history’s hard lessons will love it.”
Mystery Scene
“A meticulously penned historical mystery…an eminently consumable and intelligent read…Pirrone recreates a
roiling time period in Chicago with skill, paying homage to the cultures of those at its margins.”
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